
Our spectrometers are designed to perform quick and 

reliable measurements. ARUN Technology offers a 

wide portfolio of calibrations to choose from. If you 

require something special: tailor-made calibrations can 

be created by our application development team.  

 



• Compact benchtop model 

3-side open spark stand with XY-sample 
clamp

Controlled by PC or laptop

Bespoke A-PLUS software

Windows 10 operating system

Ethernet connectivity

High-resolution, full spectrum optical 
systems

High-resolution CCDs

No vacuum pump

Holographic diffreaction grating

Digital spark source

High analytical performance

Fast sample turnaround

• Ease of use 

• Economical to run 

The ARTUS 8 fulfils the requirement of providing fast, precise and accu-

rate analyses for the perfect melt.  It is our most powerful and reliable 

spectrometer offering a complete range of analytical programs including:  

• cast iron 

• steels with carbon and nitrogen and 

• all alloying elements and the traces needed for treatment. 

It offers all the advantages of a flexible and versatile CCD spectrometer. It 

even challenges some applications with classical photomuliplier systems, 

which are still the benchmark in high-end OES. 

 

The range of factory calibrations is  

comprehensive with a wide choice of analytical 

programs for all applications + their alloys that 

include: 

 

• Iron and Steel 

• Cast Iron 

• Aluminium 

• Copper  

• Magnesium 

• Nickel 

• Lead 

• Tin 

• Cobalt 

• Titanium 

 

Quality Control and Assurance are essential to making your business successful. The ARTUS 8 is 

the ideal companion for incoming material, in–process testing and final quality inspection.  

Risks such as material mix-ups and machinery damage are reduced, thanks to  

 

• adapters which detect and analyse oddly shaped samples and small pieces and 

• the optimisable grade library which visually displays non-compliance alloy specifications.  



It is not only the optical resolution that determines the analytical power of the 

instrument. ARUN’s A-PLUS software is a bespoke software package that 

has a powerful spectrometric hub as well as all the needed added features 

that help in daily routine work and make the use of the instrument efficient 

and a pleasure to operate. 



 


